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New at Summit Racing Equipment: Eibach Pro-Truck Shocks

Summit Racing now carries Eibach Pro-Truck Shocks. Designed using the same shock
technology found in SCORE, CORR, Dakar and WRC racing, Pro-Truck shocks feature custom
performance valving to improve handling and stability without sacrificing ride quality.

Tallmadge, OH (PRWEB) March 01, 2016 -- Summit Racing now carries Eibach Pro-Truck Shocks. Designed
using the same shock technology found in SCORE, CORR, Dakar and WRC racing, Pro-Truck shocks feature
custom performance valving to improve handling and stability without sacrificing ride quality.

Pro-Truck shocks are a gas-charged monotube design with beefy 46mm pistons and nitro-coated rods.
Enthusiasts can choose the shock that best fits how they use their vehicles:

• Pro-Truck standard shocks are the ideal replacement for the factory shocks on a stock pickup or SUV at stock
ride height
• Pro-Truck Sport shocks feature more off-road capable valving with a focus on ride quality. They’re designed
for stock height trucks or vehicles with up to three inches of lift
• Pro-Truck Sport Leveling shocks are designed for trucks with front coil-over suspensions. They allow the user
to lift the front of the vehicle up to 2.5 inches for extra tire and ground clearance, without reducing wheel travel
like spring spacer-type lifts can

Pro-Truck Shocks are made in the USA and dyno tested for quality and performance. Summit Racing offers
Pro-Truck shocks to fit many popular GM, Ford, Dodge, Jeep, and Toyota trucks and SUVs.
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Contact Information
Alan Rebescher
Summit Racing Equipment
+1 (330) 630-0270 Ext: 7406

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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